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Green Water

GREENTECH INNOVATION

Enable a better management of water
reserves using space soutions

SPACE
FOR HUMANITY

FROM SPACE
Water reservoirs might be monitored by satellites thanks to two kind of measurments: water surface and water
elevation. For both parameters, the revisiting time of each measurment will be crucial: water resources can change
really fast.
Regarding the surfaces, there is plenty of satellites that provide images where water surfaces might be detected,
such as optical satellites (Sentinel 2, Landasat, Planet, Pléiades, SPOT, ...) and radar satellites (Sentinel 1, ALOS,
RadarSat, Cosomo-skymed,...). Spatial resolution, covergae and cost will be key elements.
About the water elevation, altimetry satellites (Sentinel3, Jason3) and Lidars (Icesat2, GEDI on ISS) provide a
relatively accurate measurment but the number of water bodies observed is very limited. Moreover, revisit time
will be relatively long (10/27 days and several months fo lidars). Next generation of altimeters, as SWOT
programmed in 2022, will provide a full coverage for water bodies with a better revisit time.

TO THE CHALLENGE
But measurment of surface and water elevation are not the goal. Wate volume is the releveant information
required by decision makers. In order to estimate volumes, relationships between surface/volume or
elevation/volume of water bodies need to be calculated. When this information is not provided by the reservoir
managers and insitu measurment are not possible, there are two possiblities :
- Combine long terme measurment of water height and surface. it is possible today on some lakes tracked by
altimeters, and in 2022, globally possible by SWOT.
- Use digital elevation models to infer the relationship of Height/surface/Volume. Some datasets : SRTM,
WorldDEM, TandemX, MERIT, RGE Alti in France
Your mission will be to find a way to identify and localize water reserves and asess their volume without local
measurment
The french Ministry for the Ecological Transition is directly interested in the solution that will allow the efficient
management of the water resources, especially during droughts.
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